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The Kindergarteners have finished 3 projects since our last newsletter. They worked out the              

problems of working in 3D by making snowman face ornaments out of clay. After that we talked                 

about tints and shades of color and created a tint of black(grey) painted paper and then turned                 

them into fancy elephants. We just finished a pastel and cut paper March lion collage which will be                  

hanging in the halls soon. 

 

 

The 1st graders have also finished 3 different projects since our last newsletter. We started with                

sponge printing and added oil pastels to create our holiday poinsettias. Then we created paper               

plate snowglobes and finally we learned how to use and blend pastels and also learned how light                 

effects color to create beautiful planets for our outer space collages. We are currently thinking               

about Aboriginal art and trying our hand at dot painting! 

 

                            

Art 2-4 

2nd Grade students learned about architectural attributions, printed shapes with sponges and            

added oil pastel color. 

3rd Grade learned about rainforest animals and plants. They painted a landscape and used oil               

pastels to draw a portrait of a rainforest animal. 

4th Graders learned about the history of and how to make stain glass. They made a stain glass                  

design on cardboard with glue, foil and sharpies. 
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Kindergartners and 1st graders 

 

                     

                                              

 

  

2nd graders 

The 2nd graders started the new year in PE with some favorite throwing and catching games. Great                 

practice time for these skills! 

 

Our next skill focus was basketball; specifically dribbling, passing and shooting. A variety of levels               

were demonstrated, so the students were able to start at a level that was comfortable for them.                 

Cardio drumming was new last year. This is a great way to blend music, movement, rhythm and                 

style into one activity. 

 

 

 

3rd graders 

3rd graders completed a unit learning about the human body, specifically the heart, veins and               

arteries. This was due in part to February being Heart Awareness month. This grade has also                

spent a few weeks learning the overhand throw and few more using the climbing wall to learn how                  

to belay and climb properly. Click video link picture below to see 3rd grade climbing come to life!! 
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4th graders 

The 4th grade started off the new year working on their fitness, practicing some of the State                 

mandated FitnessGram components that they will be tested on later in the year (required by all VT                 

4th graders). 

 

Our next skill focus was basketball. We practice dribbling techniques, passing and shooting. When              

we completed this unit, we took on the climbing wall. Most students went up, and a few made it to                    

the top! 
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In Kindergarten Music classes, we are playing circle singing games, continuing to work on              

singing in our head voices in tune (while we have fun)! 

 

 

In First grade, we have just completed our Opera unit, studying the opera of Hansel and Gretel,                 

learning about the story and the way one has to train their voice (comparable to a professional                 

athlete), and take care of it as an instrument in order to produce the volume and range needed in                   

an opera. We are now moving on to some square dancing, emphasizing moving to the beat                

accuately. 
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In Second grade, we have just completed our Opera unit, studying Mozart’s The Magic Flute, 
learning about the story and the way one has to train their voice (comparable to a professional 

athlete) and take care of it as an instrument in order to produce the volume and range needed in an 

opera. We are now moving on to playing some more unpitched percussion band music with student 

conductors! We are learning the differences among 4/4, 2/4, and 3/ 4 time signatures. 

                                                   

A scene from The Magic Flute at The Metropolitan Opera 

 

In Third grade, we are gearing up for the Singin’ In The Rainforest musical, taking place on                 

Thursday, March 14, at 6pm in the gym. We are working on singing the music accurately in our                  

head voices, learning the choreography, working as a team, singing solos and in big groups, and                

rehearsal strategies. Following the performance, the 3rd grade classrooms will be open to display              

all the rainforest learning projects until 7:30. 



             

 

 

In Fourth grade, we are in the middle of the a music literacy synthesis unit. Students listen for                  

and identify pitches and decode the rhythm of given phrases. Then, they employ that information               

to scribe the music notation on the grand staff. Our next project, we’ll get up and moving as we                   

rehearse our musical about space aliens deciding which area of the United States in which to live.                 

As a part of the aliens’ mission, they learn all the states and capital cities! 
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Kindergarten - 4th graders spent the first 2 weeks of December engaged in unplugged coding 

activities to coincide with the online hour of code activities our students participate in, in their 

classrooms. 

 

 

Kindergarteners and 1st graders learned about communication differences between humans and           

robots (computers) through the book, Boy and Bot. Then each class made a coding loop of dance                 

steps and then danced to it. 

 

2nd Graders learned that algorithms are a specific set of directions that computers need in order to                 

function properly. The students worked in teams of two to give directions for drawing a snowman                

and to use pictures to create a special handshake. 

 

 

3rd graders listened to the story, Hello Ruby, Adventures in Coding. The following week they               

worked in small teams to apply coding skills to an unplugged coding scavenger hunt right in the                 

library. All teams were motivated to complete the scavenger hunt and find a prize for each team                 

member. Every team was successful and received a bookmark for their efforts. 

 

4th graders learned about writing algorithms by playing a partner dice game and then writing the 

algorithm or steps to play the game. Session #2 included swapping algorithms with another team 

and trying to play the dice game by following their algorithms. Many lessons were learned about 

the importance of very detailed instructions for computers. 

 

Kindergarten - 4th graders participated in 2 weeks of Financial Literacy lessons from 

December 10th- 21st.  

 

 

Kindergarteners enjoyed learning about how     

trading or bartering was important to people       

before coins and bills were part of the currency         

system.  

            

1st graders learned about how money is used to         

purchase goods and services by listening to       

stories about a penny and a quarter. They        

stories followed a penny and a quarter from        

the bank through their daily adventures as       

currency. These lessons also tied in 1st graders        

learning about their community earlier in the       

year in their homerooms. 
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2nd graders learned about the history of       

money as part of their learning about life long         

ago in their homerooms. They also had the        

opportunity to learn about entrepreneurship     

through two videos. Many second graders      

couldn’t believe that they don’t have to wait to         

be a grownup to begin a business. Watch the         

videos here: 

http://bizkids.com/clip/snap-caps 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIB

jGPD0cfU  

 

3rd graders learned about saving for      

emergencies and future goals. They     

experienced what delayed gratification feels     

like by holding a marshmallow while listening       

to Pitching in for Eubie. Any 3rd grader who         

still had their marshmallow at the end of the         

book earned a second marshmallow. If you       

know a HCS 3rd grader, ask them how this         

activity felt. 

4th graders spent two weeks in December,       

actively engaged in career planning. They      

learned about salaries, wages, and educational      

opportunities beyond high school. They took a       

personal survey that helped them identify      

some of their areas of strength. Then they used         

all of this information to look at some career         

possibilities. 

https://www.bls.gov/k12/content/students/ca

reers/career-exploration.htm 

Learn more about the Financial literacy raffle       

being held in the library. 

 

Viking article: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11ltK-8

_pId0TUcYnhknVq4ZNxHQtP9WkqJkjbz0sM

PY/edit 

 

Kindergarten (January + February): Kindergarteners are learning about nonfiction texts and           

the following features: photographs, illustrations, labels and table of contents. They are very             

excited to learning to locate books to sign out in the nonfiction section of the HCS library. 

 

1st Grade (January + February): 

1st graders are learning about the following nonfiction text features: headings, captions, and table              

of contents.  

 

2nd Graders (January + February):  

Second graders are learning about how animals survive in the winter in their classrooms. They               

learned how to use the Collection tool that is part of our online library catalog, Destiny. And they                  

are using online resources in this tool during classroom research. They have also learned more               

about animals’ winter survival during library by listening to the book, Over and Under the Snow by                 

Kate Messner. They practiced note taking using a table format. 

Second graders have also been introduced to how to locate the copyright date of a book. Students                 

who arrive before school and read in the library have had additional practice with this skill with                 

Mrs. Steirman. 

 

3rd Graders (January + February): 

Third graders used library class time in January to work on their rainforest animal research. They                

learned how to use Webpath Express, an online tool that is part of Destiny, our online library                 

catalog. 

 

Third graders have also begun to learn about the Dewey Decimal system. The highlight of this                

instruction has been watching the Dewey Rap. If your 3rd grader hasn’t already shown this to you,  
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check it out at: 

https://www.google.com/search?q=youtube+dewey+decimal+rap&rlz=1CALOEB_enUS770US771

&oq=youtube+dewey+&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0l5.11587j1j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&safe=act

ive&ssui=on 

 

4th Graders (January + February): 

Each 4th grade has been working on different units at different times. Some of the highlights of                 

their library work are learning to use some of the libraries online resources: Trueflix, Culture               

Grams, Go Grolier and Webpath Express. 
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French 

1st grade students were very excited to start French this semester. Here are a few quotes from                 

students as they entered the French classroom for the first time: “ I am excited to learn how to                   

speak French”, I want to learn to count to 900”, “I want to learn the colors”, “I want to learn where                     

people speak French”, “I want to learn about and VISIT the Eiffel Tower”. At the end of their                  

second class students were able to put together their first greeting dialogue and learning about the                

colors and counting is coming along through songs, games and guided practice! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd 

grade: Students made a very smooth 

transition into French. They have been 

practicing greetings, alphabet, numbers, 

days and colors through songs, games  

and activities. They have learned the 

months of the year while identifying 

their birthday month and the one of 

their friends and family. 

 

4th grade: Students have been invested in learning about clothing 

through songs and games. They have started 

applying what they have learned through a 

paper puppet project  

that they will share 

with their classmates. 
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Spanish: 

2nd grade: After a smooth transition from French, students reviewed numbers and colors. Based 

on the book Brown Bear, they are learning about animals and colors. 

Papa Caliente and Caja Magica continue being students favorite guessing games. 

 

3rd grade: After transitioning from French class, students have been reviewing previous            

vocabulary. They are also learning to express feelings, and describing their Rainforest animals in              

Spanish. 

 

For St. Valentines day, they learned to say TE AMO (I love you), made hearts,               

and used previous and new vocabulary to express their feelings.  

 

4th grade: Through games and songs students are reviewing vocabulary from           

previous years. We have been playing I spy… to review clothing. We started the new unit about                 

Calendar, Birthdays and Weather.  

 

Students also made hearts for San Valentin day        

using old and new vocabulary.  

 

Thanks to all 3rd and 4th students who        

filled with their loving hearts the Spanish       

door <3 
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